They report negative findings based on logistic regressions using clinical, demographic, and cognitive predictor variables. However, their data set is relatively small, with 28 events (suicide attempts) in 67 subjects; their regressions use 12 clinical and demographic predictors and, separately, 7 cognitive and demographic predictors. Simulation experiments 2 have shown that logistic regression requires roughly 10 events per predictor, which would limit its use to 2-or, if stretched, 3-predictors for their dataset. The effect for the study in question is not entirely clear, but performing regressions below the advisory event per predictor threshold can bias the coefficients and distort the standard errors and could have been responsible, at least in part, for failure to reach statistical significance. The take-home message is that logistic regression requires relatively large sample sizes for proper statistical inference. 3 In passing, I note that the odds ratios listed in their Table 3 are, incorrectly, copies of the β coefficients; the proper odds ratios can be computed by raising e, the base of the natural logarithm, to the power β. 
